This bibliography brings together and classifies a wide variety of nonparametric methods which are potentially useful for the analysis of time series data, in particular for testing randomness. Inference on Markov chain models is also extensively surveyed.
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this bibliography is to bring together a number of results which are potentially useful for analyzing time series in a nonparametric way (without the normality or a similarly specific assumption) and for dealing with categorical time series. The unifying characteristic of the methods assembled here is that they are based on instruments such as: runs, signs, ranks, permutations, frequency counts, records, quotas. They are mainly tests of the null hypothesis of independence (or randomness) of random variables in a discrete time series and of randomness of occurrences of certain events in continuous time. The main alternatives considered are: monotonic or cyclic trends, serial dependence (or correlation), clustering of events in time (or, more generally, along a line), Markov chain models, and dependence between time series. For the case of Markov chain models, both estimation and testing are considered; although this topic is somewhat less "nonparametric" than the others, it is included because it is closely related to the analysis of runs and represents one of the simplest ways of analyzing categorical time series.
To be more specific, topics covered fairly extensively include: (a) permutation, sign and rank tests against trend in location (monotonic, cyclic, etc.) or serial dependence; (b) tests against ordered alternatives (a form of trend monotonic in location); (c) tests based on records; (d) the literature on binary and multiple runs (distribution theory and inference based on runs); some references to quotas; (e) inference on Markov chain models (estimation and testing); (f) nonparametric tests of independence between two (or several) time series; (g) tests for clustering of events in time (discrete or continuous) or, more generally, for clustering of points along a line; this includes also tests against clustering in free recall (in psychology, the occurrence of sequences of related items in the free recall of a randomly ordered stimulus list); (h) m, n, 01, [55b, i, j, m, n, 0, r] . [56h, i, 11. [57a, d, e, f, g, h, k, 0, q] , [58d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, 1, ml, [59c, d, f, g, h, j, k, 1, m, 01, [6Ob, c, e, f'. g] , [6 1 b, c, d, j, 11, [Qa, g, i, j] i, j, 1, 01, [69e, h, j, k, I] , [70b, d, f, h, i, j, k] , [71a, b, c, h, j] , [72a, c, e, f, g, j, k, m, n, q, t] . [73b, c, e, f, g, h, j, n, t, bb] , [74c, 4 g, i, n, q] , [7%, c, m. 0, w z, aal, [76c, d, m, s, t, w, xl, [77d, h, 1, m, q. r. v], [78a, b, c, d, f, g, h i, j, k, 1, p, r, s, w, x] , [79b, c. d, e, f, g, h, 1, m, p, r, u] . MRU:
Multiple runs (see also [Qgl, [4X hl, [@a, 4, [50a, b, h, i, j, ml, [5lf, 01, [52p] [701, 01, [72d, i, v] g, v] , [78m, v] . Tests of the randomness of points along a line (see also CL) 56m, 01, [57b, h, i, j] , [58a, b, m, n, o, p] ill Gihman, 1.1. On asymptotic properties of certain statistics similar to x'). Teor. Veroyatnost. [rl
I. Primen., I, 344-348 (Russian). (MC)
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